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eVM1 medium-voltage circuit-breaker combines
interruption, measuring and protection capability 

Integrated

Recent years have seen a strong trend
toward more integration in equip-

ment for medium-voltage distribution.
Products featuring a higher degree of
component standardization and in-
creased overall versatility have come
onto the market that improve reliability
while also reducing the time and effort
needed for installation and maintenance. 

ABB is in the vanguard of this develop-
ment. A recently launched series of
medium-voltage circuit-breakers, named
eVM1, was developed specifically to
make more compact and reliable solu-
tions possible in medium-voltage
switchgear for primary distribution.

The new circuit-breakers combine inno-
vative ABB technologies in the fields of
mechanics, electronics and sensing. The
result is a highly integrated intelligent
device that adds measurement, protec-
tion and control capability to the pri-
mary power interruption technology.

Built on a proven platform
The circuit-breaker on which the new
integrated eVM1 is based is ABB’s
medium-voltage ‘VM1’. This magnetically
actuated vacuum circuit-breaker was in-
troduced to the market in 1998, and has
demonstrated its excellent reliability and
maintenance-free design in thousands of
applications all over the world.

In the eVM1, Rogowski coil current sen-
sors are mounted on the breaker’s poles
and protection and control functionality
is included in an electronic device in
the circuit-breaker housing. Digital com-
munication to a station automation sys-
tem is planned for the near future.

The fully integrated eVM1 offers some
significant advantages over conventional
MV breakers in the area of installation
and operation: 

Preparation of the specification and
ordering procedures is simplified,
enabling faster delivery.
The circuit-breaker is fully tested in
the factory with most of the other

Medium-voltage switchgear, like all other power

supply equipment, has to compete in the mar-

ketplace on the customers’ terms. Topping the

wish list are higher reliability, faster installation,

longer intervals between maintenance and

reduced lifecycle costs. To achieve these goals

the switchgear has to be made less complex,

for example by increasing standardization, yet

at the same time more versatile. Innovative

ABB technology has solved this dilemma by

enabling all the functionality of outgoing feeders

or medium-voltage motor applications to be

combined in one intelligent integrated device –

the eVM1 circuit-breaker.
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components of the switchgear panel
also fitted.
Panel wiring has been dramatically
reduced, practically eliminating the
risk of wiring errors and their conse-
quences. Installation work on the
substation is therefore completed
sooner.
Safety and operational reliability are
improved.
The complete system documentation
is available from the beginning of a
project.

The eVM1 is the first version of a new
series of circuit-breakers. Available with
current interruption ratings of 1250 A
and 31.5 kA at 12 kV, it has built-in func-
tionality for configuring various types of
phase overcurrent, earth-fault overcur-
rent and motor protection schemes.

Components of the eVM1 breaker
Unlike conventional, spring-operated
circuit-breakers, the VM1 and eVM1
have a very simple mechanical structure
and require no maintenance. This is
mainly because they have fewer parts,
plus there are no parts that are subject
to wear and need lubrication in order 
to function properly [1]. The risk of
breaker failure is significantly lower as a
result of this much simpler design . 1

Robust magnetic actuator

A vacuum interrupter requires a low
force for operation when the breaker is
open and a high force when it is closed.
Magnetic actuators, unlike spring-oper-
ated drives, have no difficulty in fulfill-
ing this requirement.

The highest force is generated in the
end position, where strong permanent
magnets lock the circuit-breaker in posi-
tion [2]. The advantage of using perma-
nent magnets is that no electrical power
is needed to hold the breaker in the
open or the
closed posi-
tion. A ma-
jor benefit
of magnetic
drives is
their robust
design. Up
to 100,000 close-open (CO) operations
are possible over a drive’s lifetime .

Maintenance-free vacuum interrupters

Vacuum is a widely accepted interrup-
tion technology today, and for good
reason: vacuum interrupters require no
maintenance and they are sealed for life
(30 years and more, with up to 30,000
CO operations possible).

ABB’s continuing investment in vacuum
technology has produced a vacuum in-
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terrupter family with very competitive
dimensions . These vacuum inter-
rupters form the ‘core’ of the new eVM1
series [3]. 

(More information on ABB vacuum
interrupters can be found in an article
beginning on page 22 of this issue of
ABB Review.)

The advantage of embedded poles

Since the outer insulating surface of a
vacuum interrupter is normally exposed
to air or other gases, there is a signifi-

cant risk of
dirt, etc,
building up
on the ce-
ramic enve-
lope. The
usual way to
reduce this

risk is to increase the length of the en-
velope, but this makes it even more dif-
ficult to achieve a compact design. For
the eVM1, ABB therefore chose to em-
bed the vacuum interrupter in epoxy
resin, which can be shaped very easily.
As a result, the ceramic envelope is
much shorter and the interrupter is per-
fectly shielded from dust and moisture

. Additional mounting and securing of
the current-carrying parts is also unnec-
essary. Embedding the poles in this way
has reduced the number of parts, short-
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The new eVM1 circuit-breakers
combine innovative ABB tech-
nologies in the fields of mechan-
ics, electronics and sensing.

Main components of the integrated eVM1 medium-voltage circuit-breaker1

Vacuum interrupter
embedded in 

epoxy-resin

Rogowski sensor 

Withdrawable truck 
as disconnector

Magnetic drive

Communication

Conventional I/O

Control and
protection

The magnetic actuator used in the
eVM1 can handle up to 100,000
CO operations over its lifetime.
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ened assembly time and eliminated sev-
eral possible failure modes.

Rogowski coils – compact current sensors

A key feature of the integrated breaker is
its current sensors, which are based on
Rogowski coils to reduce size and weight. 

A Rogowski coil consists of a helical coil
of wire with the lead from one end re-
turning through the center of the coil to
the other end, so that both terminals are
at the same end of the coil. Because of
its air core, the Rogowski coil has a low
inductance and can respond to fast-
changing currents. Such a coil has many
advantages over an iron-core current

transformer (CT), which is the type most
commonly used for current measurement
in MV switchgear. First, since it has no
iron core to saturate, the Rogowski coil
exhibits very good linearity even when
high currents are being measured. Next,
it can be used for isolated current mea-
surement and has a very wide band-
width. Losses are also low, as the coil

The eVM1 has built-in
functionality for config-
uring various types of
phase overcurrent,
earth-fault overcurrent
and motor protection
schemes.

Conventional current transformer
(left) and the much smaller
Rogowski coil current sensor (right)
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Control electronics and information management architecture of the eVM16

Switching
device

Communication

Power
supply

HMI
panel

Storage unit

Binary outputs

Auxiliary
supply

Binary inputs

Analog inputs
Control unit

Magnetic
actuator

Embedded poles shorten
assembly time and eliminate
possible failure modes.
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1 Terminal
2 Vacuum interrupter
3 Epoxy resin
4 Stem
5 Terminal
6 Flexible connector
7 Contact spring
8 Push rod; 
9 Connection to drive

Compact vacuum interrupters
are at the heart of the new
eVM1 series.
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1 Stem/terminal
2 Metal bellows
3 Interrupter lid
4 Shield
5 Ceramic insulator 
6 Shield
7 Contacts
8 Stem
9 Interrupter lid
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makes no demands on the primary cir-
cuit. What is more, the small size and
low weight of the coil contribute to a
very good life cycle assessment (LCA) re-
sult. Finally, safety is enhanced as there
is no chance of the dangerous overvolt-
ages that can occur in conventional CTs
when the secondary is left open. 

From most standpoints, the Rogowski
coil is the ideal current sensor for appli-
cations in which DC measurement is not
normally required. In fact, the only
drawback is that the output is propor-
tional to the time derivative of the cur-
rent and therefore has to be integrated.
This was a problem with the earlier ana-
log integrators, which were not accurate
enough. The problem is solved with
eVM1 which, like modern protection re-
lays, makes use of numerical integration.

As a result, the sensor’s accuracy class is
1%. Temperature changes, assembly tol-
erances and
cross-talk
are all taken
into consid-
eration; a fi-
nal calibra-
tion of the
complete
measure-
ment chain,
performed in a protected environment,
ensures the highest accuracy possible.

As the Rogowski coil does not saturate,
it can be used to measure currents rang-
ing from a few amps to tens of kiloam-
peres. The maximum and minimum val-
ues are defined by the linear range of
the eVM1 breaker’s measuring module. 

The coil’s good linearity allows all appli-
cations to be covered with just one coil
rating and enables high fault currents to
be accurately measured. The Rogowski
coil also exhibits excellent qualities with
regard to phase angle accuracy and elec-
tro-magnetic compatibility (EMC). 

Phase angle: High phase angle accuracy
is very important for many protection
algorithms. The problem with iron core
CTs is that the phase shifts with the cur-
rent, especially during under- or over-
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excitation. This is not a problem with
Rogowski coils as the phase shift error is
small and does not vary with current.

EMC: Due to the high sensitivity of the
new current sensor (a few millivolts per
ampere for 50 Hz signals), EMC was a
key consideration at every stage of the
design. Thanks to the high level of com-
ponent integration, the eVM1 has some
inherent advantages in this area – short
cables and original specifications that
effectively exclude mutual interference.
Extensive testing has confirmed the im-
munity of the eVM1 to electro-magnetic
disturbance. 

Control electronics and

information management 

All of the described functionality is pro-
vided by three modules :
Main processing module with integrated
power supply for the eVM1; it charges
the capacitor storage unit required to

operate the
magnetic
actuator
and is also
responsible
for analog
signal ac-
quisition
and the
analog-to-

digital conversion of the Rogowski coil
signals. Through its control unit it over-
sees current measuring, protection,
monitoring, signaling and system auto-
diagnosis. Information is exchanged
with the binary I/O board and commu-
nication board. An insulated RS485 port
for the configuration tool is embedded
in the motherboard.

Binary I/O module, comprising 16 bi-
nary wide-range insulated inputs and 16
outputs with wide-range insulated relay
contacts for conventional wiring.

Communication module (optional); im-
plements the Modbus protocol for com-
munication with a station automation sys-
tem (SCADA). Implementation of further
protocols is planned for the near future.

Operating the eVM1
Operating an eVM1 is very much like

6

The eVM1 shows just how simple
an MV panel can be while still
combining  all the functionality
required for the most common
applications.

operating a conventional circuit-
breaker. Either remote or local opera-
tion can be enabled by means of a key
switch integrated in the human-machine
interface (HMI) unit on the door of the
LV compartment. Red and green LEDs
show the actual positions of the

HMI units are provided on 
the eVM1 breaker (center) and
on the panel door (bottom)
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breaker, disconnecting truck and
grounding switch. Behind a window in
the door is another HMI that displays
breaker and protection statuses and
permits direct operation of the eVM1 in
the withdrawn position.

Status display and protection settings

The HMI on the door of the LV compart-
ment has an insulated RS485 connection
where a laptop can be plugged in to ac-
cess, with the help of the configuration
tool , all status information, such as
positions of the switching devices, or the
‘ready’ status of the eVM1. Possible read-
ings include the currents in all the
phases and the ground-fault current. The
breaker can also be fully configured and
prepared for testing using this tool. 

If a protection relay trips the breaker,
the relay has to be reset before the
breaker can be closed again. This can
be done either using the Configuration
Tool or by pressing the reset button on
the HMI on the LV compartment door.

The tool can also be used to select,
parameterize and show the status of the
protection. Users can choose from a
range of protection functions:

Phase overcurrent instantaneous
Phase overcurrent definite time
high/low/inverse
Earth fault current instantaneous
Earth fault current definite time
high/low/inverse
Thermal image overload protection in
motors
Motor start protection (adiabatic char-
acteristic)
Blocking rotor (definite time charac-
teristic)
Unbalanced motor load
Number of motor starts

These functions, plus the display of
measured values and the protection
configuration, can also be initiated re-
motely via bus communication.
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Designed to make substations simpler
The new concept employed by ABB in
the eVM1 shows just how simple and
straightforward a medium-voltage panel
can be today while still combining all of
the functionality required for the most
common applications. Just installing the
eVM1 for conventional outgoing feeders
is effective in reducing the present-day
complexity of switchgear installations.
Additional equipment is required only
for those panels requiring more com-
plex protection schemes or in special
cases, such as when conventional trans-
formers are needed to bill metering. 

By combining user-friendly operation
and configuration with perfect matching

of components and in-factory testing of
the breaker together with protection
schemes to minimize malfunction, the
eVM1 represents another big step to-
ward simpler and easier-to-use, as well
as more reliable and safer, switchgear.

Configuration tool for accessing all status information, such as positions 
of the switching devices
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